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ABSTRACT 
 
On the one hand, the discoveries of giant landslides happened in different volcanic islands, and on the 
other hand the observations conducted in the eruption of 1949 of La Palma, the works oriented to the 
study of the stability of this island have increased. Most of these works are centered in geologic studies, 
which conclude that a possible instability of the west flank could happen. Some authors have even studied 
the catastrophic consequences of the collapse, for example possible tsunami that would arrive at the 
coasts of Florida.  
From the observations made of the geologic-geotechnical studies the authors propose different failure 
mechanisms and different external causes, which could be the precursors of the sliding of the west part of 
the island. Some of these causes could be the magmatic intrusion (producing high stress in the island), or 
earthquakes caused by the own volcanic activity etc. All these analyses have in general a more qualitative 
than quantitative character. Starting off of all these studies made, the present work tries to analyze the 
problem from a more quantitative and geotechnical point of view. In order to make these analyses, many 
hypotheses and suppositions had to be carried out, and therefore the results obtained in the present work 
are bound to all these hypotheses. 
The methodologies that have been used, have been the limit equilibrium method (LEM) which has been 
made using the computer program STABL, and the finite elements method (FEM), using the computer 
program PLAXIS. First it contributes the approach of the global analysis of the instability, obtaining 
different mechanisms of collapse and the associated safety factor from each mechanism. The second of 
the methods contributes, not only the obtaining of a safety factor, but also provides an understanding of 
the phases before studying the collapse. This method allows in addition solving the strength-stress 
problem. This last methodology has been applied to several geometries, which correspond to different 
interpretations from the own problem. 
The LEM results indicate that the collapse characterized by a small safety factor, and therefore with a 
great probability to collapse, takes place through the zone of the collapses scar fill (“brechas”) with lower 
geotechnical values than the lava. These two materials, lava and “brechas”, are the existing ones in the 
studied simplified geologic profile. The resistant characteristics of the materials, the type of collapse, as 
well as the one of the position of the water level, are important factors. But the greater influence as far as 
the factor of safety concerns, we found in the consideration or not of earthquake. Considering this last 
one, practically all the safety factors are below the unit, while without considering this hypothesis the 
safety factors are superior to the unit. 
The FEM results show the evolution of the stress in the different calculation phases, for example, the one 
of a magmatic intrusion. This method shows as the shear deformations are concentrated in the “brechas” 
layer. This shows that the instability indicates a collapse through them. Based on different adopted 
geometries, and the contour conditions, we have obtained some different results. The safety factor 
obtained for a complete analysis of the island is of 1.6 with a superficial collapse of the lateral west flank, 
whereas in the analysis of average island the safety factor is practically equal to the unit, with a collapse 
that goes through the “brechas”. Using all the results of the different methodologies applied, hypotheses 
and works of other authors, one becomes an analysis and discussion of the set of the problem. 
We can say that the collapse of La Palma, understanding this as a giant mechanism involving hundreds of 
km3 needs an earthquake to occur. 
